1⁄8 BSP Male to 1⁄8 BSP Male - Brass * ........................................ Part No. 109………………………………………………………… $18.99
* As supplied with Racetech mechanical temperature gauges.
1⁄8 BSP Male to 1⁄2 BSP Male - Steel (small hex) ................ Part No. 3203-6-8BSP …………………………… $16.99
1⁄2 BSP Male to 1⁄2 BSP Male - Steel ................................ Part No. 3231-8-8BSP …………………………… $5.59
1⁄2 BSP Male to 1⁄2 BSP Male - Aluminum ......................... Part No. 3203-8-8BSP …………………………… $29.99
1⁄2 BSP Male to 1⁄2 BSP Female - Steel ............................. Part No. 3237-8-10BSP …………………………… $6.99
1⁄2 BSP Male to 1⁄2 BSP Female - Aluminum ..................... Part No. 3203-8-10BSP …………………………… $19.99
1⁄2 BSP Male Tee - Steel ................................................. Part No. 3228-901-1/8 …………………………… $19.99
1⁄2 BSP Banjo Bolt - Steel ................................................. Part No. 3242-047 …………………………… $6.99

This banjo bolt fits a 14mm banjo adapter fitting (sold separately.)

BSP Male to NPT Male Adapters

1⁄2 BSP Male to 1⁄2 NPT Male - Steel ............................. Part No. 3230-2-2NPT …………………………… $5.99
1⁄2 BSP Male to 1⁄2 NPT Male - Steel ............................. Part No. 3230-2-2NPT …………………………… $6.99
1⁄2 BSP Male to 1⁄2 NPT Male - Steel ............................. Part No. 3230-4-2NPT …………………………… $6.99
1⁄2 BSP Male to 1⁄2 NPT Male - Steel ............................. Part No. 3230-8-2NPT …………………………… $11.29

BSP Female to AN Male Adapters

1⁄4 BSP Female to 6AN Male - Aluminum .................. Part No. 3252-8-6AN …………………………… $11.99
1⁄4 BSP Female to 8AN Male - Steel ......................... Part No. 3252-8-8AN …………………………… $13.49
1⁄4 BSP Female to 10AN Male - Aluminum............... Part No. 3252-8-10AN …………………………… $18.29
1⁄4 BSP Female to 12AN Male - Stainless ................ Part No. 3252-8-12AN …………………………… $26.49
1⁄4 BSP Female to 12AN Male - Aluminum ................. Part No. 3252-8-12AN …………………………… $26.49

These adapters will allow you to plumb your existing BSP oil cooler with braided stainless hose and standard AN hose ends!

Sealing Washers for BSP Fittings

All of our plastic caps and plugs are threaded (not push-on type). These caps are designed to exclude dust during storage only. They are not pressure- or fluid-tight.

1⁄2 BSP Male Plug - Steel ................................................. Part No. 3203-8-Plug …………………………… $7.39
1⁄2 BSP Female Cap - Plastic ........................................ Part No. 3996-02 …………………………… $0.90
1⁄2 BSP Male Plug - Plastic ........................................ Part No. 3996-04 …………………………… $0.90
1⁄2 BSP Male Plug - Plastic ........................................ Part No. 3996-06 …………………………… $0.90
1⁄2 BSP Male Plug - Plastic ........................................ Part No. 3996-08 …………………………… $0.90
1⁄2 BSP Male Plug - Plastic ........................................ Part No. 3996-10 …………………………… $0.90
1⁄2 BSP Male Plug - Plastic ........................................ Part No. 3996-12 …………………………… $0.90
1⁄4 BSP Female Cap - Plastic ........................................ Part No. 3997-02 …………………………… $0.90
1⁄4 BSP Female Cap - Plastic ........................................ Part No. 3997-04 …………………………… $0.90
1⁄4 BSP Female Cap - Plastic ........................................ Part No. 3997-06 …………………………… $0.90
1⁄4 BSP Female Cap - Plastic ........................................ Part No. 3997-08 …………………………… $0.90
1⁄4 BSP Female Cap - Plastic ........................................ Part No. 3997-10 …………………………… $0.90
1⁄4 BSP Female Cap - Plastic ........................................ Part No. 3997-12 …………………………… $0.90

British threaded ports often use an O-ring in a chamfer on the port face. If the port face is flat (not chamfered), a crush washer or a Dowty seal is used to seal the fitting.

Aluminum Crush Washers for BSP Ports:
Larger ID. Works best if the adapter has a shoulder to center the washer.
For 1⁄2 BSP ports ........................................................... Part No. 167-3 …………………………… $1.89

Dowty Sealing Washers for BSP Ports (steel with bonded rubber insert):
Will seal reliably if port is chamfered for an O-ring.
For 1⁄4 BSP ................................................................. Part No. 3240-1/4 BSP …………………………… $0.79
For 1⁄2 BSP ................................................................. Part No. 3240-1/2 BSP …………………………… $1.79
For 3⁄8 BSP ................................................................. Part No. 3240-3/8 BSP …………………………… $1.99
For 1⁄4 BSP ................................................................. Part No. 3240-1/4 BSP …………………………… $2.49
For 1⁄2 BSP ................................................................. Part No. 3240-1/2 BSP …………………………… $2.99
For 3⁄8 BSP ................................................................. Part No. 3240-3/8 BSP …………………………… $3.99

O-Ring Seal for Chamfered BSP Ports (Buna N):
Requires a chamfer on the port face to support the O-ring.
For 1⁄2 BSP ................................................................. Part No. 3243-1/2 BSP …………………………… $0.79
For 1⁄4 BSP ................................................................. Part No. 3243-1/4 BSP …………………………… $0.79

See page 95 for illustrations of BSP, AN, and NPT threads.